
 

Supaplex GO!l is an experimental, cross-platform interpreter for the Supaplex game. It's written using Google Go and should be
able to run on any platform that runs Go (and it does!). The Supaplex game was first released in 1987 by Psygnosis Ltd. It is a
puzzle game where the player must navigate through 100 levels of obstacles to find an exit within 20 minutes or less. When
playing the game, the player must avoid various red blocks called 'Pellets' which move around and kill off their player character
if they make contact with them. They are accompanied by various types of obstacles (for example, platforms which can be used
to skip certain levels). The game was later released for the Amiga computer by Psygnosis Ltd. in 1991 under the title "Supaplex"
and then again in 1996 under the title "Supaplex Deluxe". The game was also released for the ZX Spectrum (SX-1) and
Commodore 64 (C64). The game was included with one Sainsbury's Computer Club magazine back in 1987. The famous
satirical TV series "Spitting Image" featured a parody of the game called SupaPele, where players had to avoid lava demons
instead of red blocks. In 2018, a programmer from the Netherlands called Douser decided to create his own version of Supaplex
from scratch. This version is written using the Google Go programming language and features a 2D graphics engine as well as
100 levels that were completely rewritten to give them a 'modern' look. The program can be downloaded and played by
downloading the "Supaplex GO!l" package from Goolge Code. The package only contains the interpreter and does not include
any of Supaplex's original sound and music files (as they are copyrighted). These must be copied over manually before playing
the game:

There are currently 29 levels available for play in this version. The Supaplex GO!l package is a total of 85 MB. It can be
downloaded from the Google Code site. To play the program, all that is needed is a sound card and a keyboard (to type in the
command prompt). The following instructions should help:

(via Google Code)

(via Google Code)

At the time of writing this, version 2.1.2 was released on 23 May 2016. This version is available for Linux, MacOS and
Windows. It requires the Java Runtime Environment to play the game. (via Google Code)

(via Google Code)

This was the first version of Supaplex GO!l to be released on the Google Play Store. Unfortunately, this version has now been
removed due to copyright issues with Psygnosis, but it can still be downloaded from other places on the internet. It had 32
different levels along with an option to play them in reverse order if desired. This version was created back in 2016 after Douser
noticed that Supaplex GO!l would not run on android devices with non-Intel processors (such as ARM processors.
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